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Your Names Paloma & Trevor 

Child’s name  Abril  

You job(s) University Academics (Scientists)  

Length of time at nursery Since April 2014 

Type of nursery place? (student, staff 

or community) 
 Community 

Tell us about you and your family 

 

We are a Spanish/Australian couple with a working class 

background. We came to Cambridge because after years of 

very hard work we were offered academic position at the U. 

Cambridge. The fact that Cambridge is a safe and culturally 

vibrant city also influenced our decision, especially so since I was 

pregnant at the time. We also felt that it was a unique 

opportunity, as academics, to help prepare and educate 

generations to come and to do so while widening the diversity of 

backgrounds in academia and encouraging equal opportunity.  

Why did you choose ARU nursery? We had just arrived in Cambridge: no family and no friends. After 

our visit and interaction with the nursery staff members, we were 

certain that we could leave our then 5 month old baby under 

their care full time and have peace of mind knowing that our 

daughter would be looked after with the same love and care 

that we put in.  We were so relieved and thankful when we heard 

that we finally got a place in this nursery.  

 

What do you think is unique about 

ARU nursery? 

It is difficult to describe in few words, because this is truly a unique 

and wonderful nursery: The staff are extremely caring and 

prepared. They always have plenty of smiles and hugs for the 

kids. Their level of patience and care is unparalleled. The building 

works very well, too. The rooms are full of light and very well 

prepared with toys/equipment. The location is key (No other 

nursery serves this area). 

Describe your child’s experience at 

ARU 

Our daughter Abril absolutely loves going to nursery. She has 

extremely tight bonds with carers and with other kids. She is 

always happy when we drop her and pick her up.  Our daughter 

is an extremely fussy eater, but it was at nursery where she started 

eating whole foods. The guidance of the professionals at the 

nursery has helped us in this and many other occasions.   

What will the closure mean to your 

child? 

As she attend the nursery full time, Abril will lose all of her social 

network in one go.  She won’t get to see those staff that have 

also cared for her since she was a few months(her “adoptive 

family”!). She won’t be able to see her friends, since we will have 

to attend nursery in another Cambridge area.  She is not 2 yet, 

but she will have her whole world shaken up and turned upside 

down completely.   
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What will the closure mean to you? In Social and support terms, this nursery is all we have In 

Cambridge! We work so hard that the only people that we know 

in Cambridge are families from the nursery. Hence, our complete 

social network will also be destroyed. If we can find a nursery 

place somewhere else, it will affect our work performance, as we 

won’t be able to get to University on time. The closure would 

leave all three of us again completely on our own.  

What will happen if you cannot find 

another nursery place? 

It would be absolutely disastrous. One of us will have to take work 

leave. This would immediately create a financial problem (such 

as rental payments). It will also create a professional struggle (we 

have students who depend on us, and research goals that need 

to be fulfilled).  

What would you like to say to the 

Vice Chancellor & management at 

ARU? 

Please! Listen to how you are affecting the families in the nursery 

and those for generations to come. Respond to our emails and 

questions, and engage with us in a dialogue. We want the best 

for ARU as much as you do. Please consider and implement the 

policy changes that would allow the nursery to stay open.  

What would you like to say to the 

student body at ARU? 

Please continue fighting to keep the nursery open and we will as 

community parents will stand together to support you. Public 

education should be inclusive for all minority groups including 

studying and working parents.  We have only got to share the 

nursery with student parents to make the nursery more financially 

viable and hope that this community collaboration can 

continue. 

Would you like to say anything else? It will be particularly sad to leave the nursery as Abril immediately 

latched onto two of the carers in her yellow room.  From a young 

age she knew their names first and was always excited to leave 

home in the morning and head towards the nursery.  She always 

runs into the yellow room to greet them with a hug, in what is 

affectionately known as the “rugby tackle”. It is so wonderful to 

see how much she loves her carers at ARU nursey. They have truly 

become her extended family. 
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